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A B S T R A C T 

We present ALMA band 6 images of the 12 CO, 13 CO, and C 

18 O J = 2-1 line emissions for the circumstellar disc around 

HD 169142, at ∼8 au spatial resolution. We resolve a central gas-depleted cavity, along with two independent near-symmetric 
ring-like structures in line emission: a well-defined inner gas ring [ ∼25 au] and a second relatively fainter and diffuse outer gas 
ring [ ∼65 au]. We identify a localized super-Keplerian feature or vertical flow with a magnitude of ∼75 ms −1 in the 12 CO map. 
This feature has the shape of an arc that spans azimuthally across a position angle range of −60 

◦ to 45 

◦ and radially in between 

the B1[26au] and B2[59au] dust rings. Through reconstruction of the gas surface density profile, we find that the magnitude 
of the background perturbations by the pressure support and self-gravity terms are not significant enough to account for the 
kinematic excess. If of planetary origin, the relative depletion in the gas-density profile would suggest a 1 M J planet. In contrast, 
the central cavity displays relatively smooth kinematics, suggesting either a low-mass companion and/or a binary orbit with a 
minimal vertical velocity component. 

Key words: accretion, accretion discs – circumstellar matter – stars: individual: HD169142 – submillimetre: planetary systems. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

igh-resolution imaging of discs around pre-main-sequence stars
y the ALMA (Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimetre Array)
nterferometer has revealed substructures in the form of gaps and
ings primarily seen in dust emission (e.g. ALMA Partnership
015 ; Andrews et al. 2016 , 2018 ; Sierra et al. 2021 ). One popular
echanism for the formation of concentric rings is the dynamical

nteraction of the disc with embedded planets (e.g. Ayliffe et al. 2012 ;
inilla, Benisty & Birnstiel 2012 ; Dipierro et al. 2015 ; Dong, Fung &
hiang 2016 ; Rosotti et al. 2016 ; Dong & Fung 2017 ; Veronesi et al.
020 ). Alternatives include magnetohydrodynamic instabilities (e.g.
lock et al. 2015 ; Pinilla et al. 2016 ) and condensation fronts (e.g.
retke & Lin 2007 ; Saito & Sirono 2011 ; Zhang, Blake & Bergin
015 ; Okuzumi et al. 2016 ). 
Embedded planets have long been predicted to perturb the gas

omponent of the disc (Rafikov 2002 ). The gravitational force e x erted
y the planet on the natal disc results in the formation of density
aves launched at Lindblad resonances that superimpose to resemble
 coherent w ak e propagating aw ay from the location of the planet.
his translates to local deviations in the otherwise uniform velocity
elds, which gradually diminish in magnitude with increasing dis-
 E-mail: himanshi.garg@monash.edu 

e  

F  
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Pub
ance from the planet. The magnitude of the deviations is directly cor-
elated to the mass of the perturbing planet (e.g. Bollati et al. 2021 ).

Empirical methods based on gas kinematics are becoming a
ommon practice to indirectly infer the presence of an embedded
lanet (P ́erez, Casassus & Ben ́ıtez-Llambay 2018 ). Planets can carve
aps in the gas density profile and the associated pressure gradients
an manifest as velocity perturbations which can indirectly reveal
he presence of the planets (Teague et al. 2018 ). Specifically, the
ocal density depletion equates to ne gativ e and positive pressure
radients along the boundaries, which translate to sub- and super-
eplerian rotation with respect to the background Keplerian profile,

espectively. While this observation is independent of the underlying
echanism responsible for the generation of the gaps, velocity

eviations closely resembling a w ak e f a v our a planetary origin.
eviations in velocity channels (kinks) from the expected isovelocity

urves can also be used to infer the presence of a planet, especially
when the location of the gas signature correlates well with the dust
aps (e.g. Pinte et al. 2019 ). Acquiring the gas surface density profile
llows for the computation of the background rotational velocity
rofile for a pressure-supported disc. Furthermore, as an alternative
pproach to kinematics, the magnitude of the relative depletion
ithin a dust gap can also be directly correlated to planetary masses
 xpected to carv e such a gap (e.g. Kanagawa et al. 2015 ; Dong &
ung 2017 ; Bae, Pinilla & Birnstiel 2018 ; Lodato et al. 2019 ; Bollati
t al. 2021 ). 
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Kinematic excess, gas rings, and cavity 5943 

Table 1. Summary of the ALMA observations used for imaging HD 169142. 

Project P.I. Date Execution Source Int. N ant Baselines Continuum Flux Bandpass Phase 

code time (min) (m) 
CtrFreq, TotBW 

(GHz) cal. cal. cal. 

[2015.1.00490.S] M. Honda 2016 Sept 14 1 49.6 38 15–3200 232.966, 1.875 J1733-1304 J1924-2914 J1820-2528 
2016 Sept 14 2 49.6 38 12.5–2950 232.966, 1.875 J1733-1304 J1924-2914 J1820-2528 
2016 Sept 14 3 49.6 38 14.5–2650 232.966, 1.875 J1733-1304 J1924-2914 J1820-2528 

[2016.1.00344.S] S. P ́erez 2017 Sept 18 Ext 1 43.9 46 20–12000 231.985, 1.875 J1733-1304 J1924-2914 J1826-2924 
217.985, 1.875 J1733-1304 J1924-2914 J1826-2924 

2017 Sept 19 Ext 2 43.8 42 20–11500 231.985, 1.875 J1924-2914 J1924-2914 J1826-2924 
217.985, 1.875 J1924-2914 J1924-2914 J1826-2924 

2017 Nov 9 Ext 3 43.9 46 100–13500 231.990, 1.875 J1924-2914 J1924-2914 J1826-2924 
217.990, 1.875 J1924-2914 J1924-2914 J1826-2924 

2016 Oct 4 Com 1 26.8 40 17.5–2660 231.985, 1.875 J1924-2914 J1924-2914 J1820-2528 
217.985, 1.875 J1924-2914 J1924-2914 J1820-2528 

2017 July 5 Com 2 26.8 44 15–2630 232.004, 1.875 J1924-2914 J1924-2914 J1826-2924 
218.004, 1.875 J1924-2914 J1924-2914 J1826-2924 

Note. Ext: extended baseline configuration, Com: compact baseline configuration 
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HD 169142 is a Herbig Ae star with an estimated mass of
 ∗ = 1.65 M � (Blondel & Djie 2006 ), luminosity L ∗ = 10 L � (Fedele

t al. 2017 ), and an ef fecti ve temperature of T ∗ = 8400 K (Dunkin,
arlow & Ryan 1997 ), located at a distance of 117 ± 4 pc away (Gaia
ollaboration 2016 ). The disc encircling this star is oriented nearly 

ace-on at an inclination of 13 ◦ (Raman et al. 2006 ; Pani ́c et al.
008 ) and a position angle (PA) of 5 ◦ for the major axis (Raman
t al. 2006 ). This disc is one of many to comprise of distinct ring-
ike structures ( r ∼ 25 au and ∼65 au) and a central cavity ( R cav ∼
2au) as seen in scattered light (Quanz et al. 2013 ; Momose et al.
015 ; Pohl et al. 2017 ; Bertrang et al. 2018 ); thermal mid-infrared
Honda et al. 2012 ); millimetre/submillimetre with ALMA (Fedele 
t al. 2017 ; Mac ́ıas et al. 2019 ; P ́erez et al. 2019 ); and centimetre with
he VLA (Very Large Array) (Osorio et al. 2014 ). At higher spatial
esolution the outer ring was resolved into three independent rings 
ith radial separations of ∼10 au (P ́erez et al. 2019 ). High-contrast

maging has re vealed v arious point-like sources along the inner and
uter edges of the innermost ring (Biller et al. 2014 ; Reggiani et al.
014 ; Ligi et al. 2018 ; Gratton et al. 2019 ), but the close o v erlap of
hese features with the dust ring prevented an unequivocal conclusion 
n the presence of embedded planets (Biller et al. 2014 ; Ligi et al.
018 ). Exterior to the dust rings, signatures of meridional flows have
lso been reported at a radius of 125 au (Yu et al. 2021 ). 

In this paper, we present ALMA band 6 observations of the 
isc around HD 169142 for the 12 CO, 13 CO, and C 

18 O J = 2-1
ine transitions imaged at 0.07 and 0.1 arcsec angular resolutions 
nd 0.167 km s −1 spectral resolution, taking into account Hanning 
moothing by the correlator. This level of angular resolution allowed 
s to resolve concentric gas rings in all three line tracers and detect
mall-scale ( ∼50 m s −1 ) velocity perturbations stemming from in 
etween the dust rings. 

 OBSERVA  TIONS,  DA  TA  R E D U C T I O N ,  A N D  

MAG ING  

LMA band 6 observations of the disc around HD 169142 from
rojects [2015.1.00490.S] and [2016.1.00344.S] (hereafter P2015 
nd P2016) were used to image the 1.3mm thermal continuum 

mission and the 12 CO, 13 CO, and C 

18 O J = 2-1 rotational line
ransitions. For specifications of the individual executions per project, 
efer to Table 1 . We calibrated P2015 with the ALMA pipeline
sing CASA version 4.7.0, while P2016 was pipeline calibrated 
y the ESO (European Southern Observatory) staff. Prior to self- 
alibration, visibilities per e x ecution were independently imaged 
sing only the continuum spectral window to determine parameters 
or phase-centring prior to merging e x ecutions with shared antenna
onfigurations. We used the publicly available reduction-utils 
cript by the DSHARP team to (1) determine parameters for phase-
entring, which does so by fitting a Gaussian to the inner part of the
isc, and (2) determine whether further flux-rescaling was required 
ost-pipeline calibration. We re-scaled e x ecutions 1, 2, and 3 from
2015 due to an initial difference of > 4 per cent in flux. Finally,
rior to self-calibration, we generated three concatenated files with 
i) the three individual e x ecution blocks of P2015, (ii) the two
 x ecutions of P2016 with compact configuration, and (iii) the three
 x ecutions of P2016 with extended configuration, using CASA task
oncat . 
Self-calibration involved the sequential application of multiple 

hase-only calibrations to the continuum-only spectral windows 
spws), with solution intervals in the order of [length of a scan] >
20 s > 60 s > 30 s > 15 s > 6 s. An additional, amplitude + phase
alibration was applied post phase-only calibration with a solution 
nterval equal to the length of an entire scan. The compact (Com) and
xtended (Ext) configurations from P2016 and singular configuration 
rom P2015 were independently self-calibrated. Following each 
teration in self-calibration, the visibilities were imaged to ensure 
n increase in the peak signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Continuum 

eak SNR impro v ed by a factor of ∼4 and ∼6 for P2016 and
2015, respectively. The self-calibration tables were then applied 

o the corresponding line emission spws. For P2016, calibration 
ables for continuum spw centred at ∼231 GHz were used to self-
alibrate the 12 CO J = 2-1 transition, while those for continuum
pw centred at ∼217 GHz were used on 13 CO and C 

18 O. For P2015,
alibration tables from the single continuum only spw were applied 
o all line spws. P2015 has a channel spacing of 61 kHz for the
ine spws, corresponding to a spectral resolution of 71 kHz, due
o the correlator applying Hanning smoothing. Similarly, P2016 
as a channel width of 122 kHz for line spws with a channel
inning of 4. The product images are the combined products of
he individually self-calibrated P2015 and P2016 data sets, where 
ASA tasks fixvis and fixplanets were used for alignment 
rior to merging using CASA task concat . 
Imaging was performed using CASA task tclean with the 
ultiscale deconvolver and several weighting schemes 
MNRAS 517, 5942–5958 (2022) 
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M

Figure 1. Gas rings, gaps, and cavity . Integrated intensity and peak intensity maps (given in units of brightness temperature) for the 12 CO, 13 CO, and C 

18 O 

J = 2 − 1 maps, with and without continuum subtraction. The disc is inclined by 13 ◦ perpendicular to a PA of 5 ◦. All maps are imaged at a resolution of 0.07 
arcsec with Briggs robustness factor of 0.0 and a uv-taper to circularize the beam, which is displayed on the bottom-left corner. 

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. Thermal continuum emission. (a) superuniform weighted map; (b) slightly degraded resolution with Briggs r = −0.5. The o v erlaid dotted rings 
represent the locations of the B1[26au], B2[59au], B3[66au], and B4[77au] dust rings as presented in P ́erez et al. ( 2019 ); (c) continuum emission imaged at a 
similar spatial resolution to line emission ( ∼0.07 arcsec). 
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. Azimuthally averaged profiles . (a) non-continuum-subtracted 
integrated intensities of the 12 CO, 13 CO, and C 

18 O J = 2-1 lines; (b) 
non-continuum-subtracted peak intensity maps of the 12 CO, 13 CO, and 
C 

18 O J = 2-1 lines, portrayed in units of brightness temperature. The 
blue highlighted region marks the freeze-out temperature of CO; (c) su- 
peruniform weighted 1.3mm continuum emission; (d) 1.3mm continuum 

emission imaged for a resolution of 0.07 arcsec, to match spatial resolution 
of line emission. The shaded regions represent the 1 σ uncertainty for the 
corresponding line colour. The light gre y v ertical lines mark the locations of 
the dust rings (same labels as in P ́erez et al. 2019 ), and the dark grey vertical 
line marks the location of the gap between the CO rings (G1). The horizontal 
bar represents the spatial resolution. 
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Table 2. Best-fitting parameters from MCMC fitting of the velocity fields in 
EDDY . 

Keplerian model 

PA ( ◦) M ∗ ( M �) v LSR (ms −1 ) 

12 CO 5.33 1.47 6897 
13 CO 4.96 1.49 6895 
C 

18 O 5.15 1.49 6886 

Tapered Keplerian model 

PA ( ◦) M ∗ ( M �) v LSR (ms −1 ) M disc ( M �) γ r in ( . ′′ ) 

12 CO 5.32 1.47 6895 −0.59 0.37 0.70 
13 CO 4.95 1.49 6894 −0.59 −0.27 0.74 
C 

18 O 5.17 1.49 6886 −0.59 −0.74 0.74 
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superuniform and Briggs with a few robust parameters). In a few 

nstances, a uv-taper was added in order to smooth emission 
nd circularize the synthesized (clean) beam. Masking was per- 
ormed using auto-multithresh . Continuum images produced 
sing superuniform weighting, Briggs r = 0 and Briggs r = 0
 uv-taper have beams of 0.028 arcsec × 0.016 arcsec, 0.044 

rcsec × 0.028 arcsec, and 0.065 arcsec × 0.059 arcsec with an 
MS of 0.027, 0.011, and 0.010 mJy beam 

−1 , respectively. We image
he 12 CO, 13 CO, and C 

18 O J = 2 − 1 transitions using Briggs
eighting with r = 0 and a uv-taper resulting in beams of 0.073

rcsec × 0.067 arcsec, 0.069 arcsec × 0.063 arcsec, and 0.070 arc- 
ec × 0.064 arcsec with an RMS of 1.58, 1.39, and 1.06 mJy beam 

−1 ,
espectively (refer to Figs. 1 , 2 , 3 , B1 , B4 and B5 ). 
 ANALYSI S  M E T H O D S  

.1 Searching for kinematic signatures of companions 

or gas flow along circular orbits, the rotational velocity of the gas
s given by (e.g. Rosenfeld et al. 2013 ) 

v 2 gas 

r 
= 

GM ∗r 
( r 2 + z 2 ) 3 / 2 ︸ ︷︷ ︸ 

1 

+ 

1 

ρgas 

∂P gas 

∂r ︸ ︷︷ ︸ 
2 

+ 

∂φgas 

∂r ︸ ︷︷ ︸ 
3 

, (1) 

here (1) is the Keplerian velocity component for a geometrically 
hick disc, where r is the cylindrical radius and z is the height above
he disc mid-plane; (2) is the radial pressure gradient component 
where P gas = ρN k B T); and (3) is the self-gravity component,
here φgas is the gravitational potential of the disc; generally only 

ignificant when M disc /M ∗ > H/R. For a typical disc, globally both
ensity and temperature decrease as a function of radius which 
ranslates into ∂ P gas / ∂ r < 0, and thus, a global sub-Keplerian profile.

To search for hidden kinematic signatures of an embedded 
lanet(s) in HD 169142 (refer to Figs. 4 and 5 ), we utilize the
oftware EDDY (Teague 2019 ), which subtracts a background disc 
odel with parameters determined via the Markov chain Monte 
arlo (MCMC) method, where the posteriors explore the azimuthally 
v eraged v elocity fields from the observations. We fit for disc centre
oordinates (x 0 and y 0 ), PA, M �, and v LSR using 250 w alk ers to
xplore the posterior distribution with a total of 10 000 steps, of
hich the w alk ers were found to hav e conv erged in less than 500

teps. Disc inclination was kept fixed at 13 ◦. The MCMC fitting was
imited to the inner 1.5 arcsec radial range of the disc, because
1) line emission past this radius was found to be more noise
ominated, and (2) the gas surface density was also found to drop
rastically past the outermost dust ring and thus could have resulted
n an underestimation of the stellar mass if included. Additionally, 
e also mask the inner 0.2 arcsec (2 × beamwidth) to exclude
inematic biasing from beam smearing. A summary of the best-fitting 
arameters for all three tracers are listed in Table 2 . We refrain from
ncluding the associated uncertainties, as the MCMC fitting produces 
tatistically negligible uncertainties for the free parameters. As an 
lternative, we produce a series of residual velocity maps to assess
he significance of variations in PA, M �, and inclination for 12 CO
Appendix C ; Fig. C1 ). 

From the computed gas surface density profile (Fig. 6 ) it is evident
hat past 80 au (0.68 arcsec) the gas rotational profile should be sub-
eplerian due to the ne gativ e density gradient. Therefore, in EDDY

e also fit for a tapered Keplerian background model following the
MNRAS 517, 5942–5958 (2022) 
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ethodology outlined in Teague et al. ( 2022 ). A tapered Keplerian
odel follows the form 

 kep , tapered = 

√ 

G ( M ∗ + M d ( r)) 

r 
, (2) 

here M d ( r ) is an ef fecti ve disc mass set by 

 d ( r) = M disk × r 2 −γ − r 2 −γ
in 

r 
2 −γ
out − r 

2 −γ
in 

. (3) 

 in and r out define the inner and outer boundaries where gas rotational
elocity deviates from Keplerian, respectively. M disc is measured at
 out (set to 3.0 arcsec in our case) and a ne gativ e quantity translates to
lowed rotation, mimicking a pressure gradient, while γ determines
ow quickly the gas rotational profile slews from Keplerian. 
Here, we include M disc , γ , r in as additional free parameters to

he MCMC fitting and provide the best-fitting values in Table 2 for
ach tracer. To determine the statistical significance of any detected
inematic structure, we divide the residual velocity maps by the
tatistical uncertainty on the velocity per pixel ( δv 0 ). 

To spectrally collapse line emission , we utilize the BETTERMO-
ENTS package (Teague & F oreman-Macke y 2018 ), which returns
oth the projected peak velocity maps (v φ) and the statistical
ncertainty per pixel ( δv φ). Specifically, we use the Gaussian
ethod to spectrally collapse the cube, as the method has been shown

o have minimal statistical uncertainty (Yu et al. 2021 ). 
For the kinematic analysis we use maps with a slightly degraded

eam of 0.1 arcsec resolution, using the Briggs robustness factor
f 0.5 (instead of 0) to achieve higher sensitivity . Additionally , a
v-taper is also applied to circularize the beam. Due to the low
nclination of the disc, the background disc model is assumed to be
eometrically thin e.g. no v ertical e xtension ( z = 0). Theoretically,
his assumption should result in an underestimation of the true stellar

ass (in accordance with equation 1 ) for the 12 CO and 13 CO tracers
hich are typically more ele v ated in the disc layers. Ho we ver, the
est-fitting stellar masses of 1.473, 1.488, and 1.487 M � for 12 CO,
3 CO, and C 

18 O, respectively, are found to only differ by ∼1 per cent.
o extract the three independent velocity profiles (v φ , v r , and v z ), we
se the fit annuli function in eddy on the line-of-sight velocity
aps computed with the Gaussian method. 

.2 Computing the gas surface density structure 

he upper and lower bounds of the gas column density structure
re computed as per the method outlined in Garg et al. ( 2021 ), and
e refer the reader there for more thorough discussions on caveats

nd a means of accounting for them. This technique has also been
mplemented in Lyo et al. ( 2011 ), Schwarz et al. ( 2016 ), Perez et al.
 2015 ), and Casassus et al. ( 2021 ). For completeness, we provide
he main formulae in Appendix A . We use the Leiden Atomic and

olecular Database (LAMDA) (Sch ̈oier et al. 2005 ) (accessed in
020 July), to acquire quantities for the E u and A ul coefficients in
quations ( A2 ) and ( A3 ). The computed molecular column density
sing equations ( A2 ) and ( A3 ) is scaled to represent total gas column
ensity by multiplying by the canonical ISM abundance ratios:
 

12 C]/[ 13 C] ≈ 70 (Stahl, Casassus & Wilson 2008 ), [ 16 O]/[ 18 O] ≈ 500
Wilson & Rood 1994 ), and [H 2 ]/[ 12 CO] ≈ 10 4 . The total gas column
ensity structure calculated considering either continuum-subtracted
r non-continuum-subtracted line maps is presented in Fig. 6 . We
ade no assumption on the level of the individual isotopic depletion

n the disc, as the ambiguity in the true line intensity can already
ead to an order-of-magnitude uncertainty on the computed column
ensity profile, i.e. the difference between the upper and lower
NRAS 517, 5942–5958 (2022) 
ounds due to continuum subtraction. Additionally, this method
f computing the surface density requires that the temperature and
ensity tracing species share the same local temperature. Pinte et al.
 2018 ) demonstrated that the emission heights of the 13 CO and C 

18 O
 = 2-1 surfaces closely o v erlap, therefore giv en that we find 13 CO to
e optically thick throughout the disc, we used it as the temperature
racer (rather than 12 CO), while we used the optically thin C 

18 O to
erive the column density following Appendix A2 . 
From the gas column density and temperature maps, we are able

o compute the gas rotational profile for a fully pressure-supported
isc as well as deduce radial and azimuthal velocity offsets expected
rom localized pressure gradients. Given that the disc’s gas structure
s fairly symmetric, we use an azimuthally averaged gas surface
ensity profile to compute the second term in equation ( 1 ) and present
he results in Fig. 7 . 

The gas volume density is computed via 

 ( r ) gas = 

	( r ) √ 

2 πh ( r ) 
, (4) 

here 	(r) is the gas surface density profile and h ( r ) is the hydrostatic
cale height given by 

 ( r) = 

√ 

r 3 k B T ( r) 

GM ∗μm H 

, (5) 

nder the assumption of an isothermal vertical temperature structure.
 B is the Boltzmann constant, G is the gravitational constant, M ∗ is
he stellar mass, μ is the mean molecular mass ( ∼2.3), and m H is the

ass of hydrogen. 
Pressure is given by 

 ( r) = ρN, gas ( r) k B T ( r) , (6) 

here T(r) is equi v alent to the azimuthally averaged brightness
emperature profile of 13 CO and ρN , gas ( r ) is the gas number density.
he pressure supported disc model is also subtracted from the line-
f-sight velocity map to obtain kinematic residuals indepedent of
ocalised pressure gradient effects (refer to Fig 8 ). 

.3 Semi-analytical modelling of the wake 

 or qualitativ e comparison of the kinematic features seen in the
bservations to those induced by an embedded planet, we employ the
emi-analytical method of modelling the w ak e presented in Bollati
t al. ( 2021 ), with the implementation in WAKEFLOW 

1 . Via this
ethod, we only consider coplanar orbits and velocity deviations

n the plane of the disc, thus neglecting vertical motions. We
efer comparisons with full 3D hydrodynamical models for deeper
LMA observations. The semi-analytical model assumes power-law

unctions for surface density ( 	) and sound speed (c) profiles, given
y 

 0 (r) = 	 p ( r/r p ) 
−δ, (7) 

nd 

 0 (r) = c p ( r/r p ) 
−q , (8) 

espectively. Subscript p denotes estimates at the location of the
lanet. Here, we use 1.0 and 0.2 for the δ and q power law
nde x es; av erage values derived from fitting to the surface density
nd brightness temperature profile. The shape of the w ak e ( ϕ) is

https://github.com/TomHilder/wakeflow
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nversely proportional to the disc aspect ratio (e.g. ϕ ∝ (h p /r p ) −1 ),
hich we determine and set to 0.08 (refer to Section 4.4 ). Models

re generated for planetary masses of 1 M J and 10 M J , calculated for
isc viscosities of 10 −3 and 10 −1 , respectively (refer to Sections 4.4
nd 5.1 for a more thorough discussion). The planet is placed at an
rbital distance of 38 au and PA of 43.8 ◦, as per the location of blob
 in Gratton et al. ( 2019 ). 
The surface density and velocity field calculated by WAKEFLOW are 

assed to the radiative transfer code MCFOST (Pinte et al. 2006 , 2009 ).
he surface density is extended vertically assuming a Gaussian 
rofile with h ( r ) = h 0 ( r / r 0 ) 1.125 , where we set h 0 = 2.95 au at r 0 = 38
u. We assume that the velocity fields v r and v φ do not depend on the
ltitude in the disc. We set the total gas mass to 10 −2 M � (Toci et al.
020 ) and the gas-to-dust ratio (which is constant across the disc) to
00. We assume a grain size distribution d n ( a ) ∝ a −3.5d a between
.03 μm and 1mm, with a silicate composition (Weingartner & 

raine 2001 ). Dust properties are calculated using the Mie theory. 
e assume that the disc is passively heated by the star, and use

2.8 millions packets to compute the dust temperature structure. The 
enerated synthetic 12 CO maps have a channel spacing of 32 ms −1 ,
ssuming the line is in LTE with T gas = T dust . We use a relative
O abundance of 10 −4 and include CO freeze-out below 20 K, 
hotodissociation, photodesorption (following Pinte et al. 2018 ). The 
ynthetic cubes are then convolved both spatially (with the observed 
eam of 0.1 arcsec) and spectrally (with a Hanning function of width
67 ms −1 ). To produce the residual velocity maps from the analytic
odels, we produce synthetic cubes with MCFOST identical to the set-

p abo v e with the exception of the analytic velocity perturbations
rom WAKEFLOW (refer to Figs. B2 and B3 ), which are then
ubtracted from the WAKEFLOW + MCFOST cubes. 

 RESULTS  

.1 Central cavity and rings in line emission 

ig. 1 displays the integrated intensity maps with and without 
ontinuum subtraction, and the peak intensity (I peak ; portrayed in 
rightness temperature) maps without continuum subtraction, for 
he 12 CO, 13 CO, and C 

18 O lines. A prominent gas ring (hereafter:
1) encompassing the central cavity is readily observed with all three 

racers, along with a second (hereafter: R2) but relatively fainter and 
iffuse ring further out. 
Fig. 2 displays the 1.3mm thermal continuum emission first 

resented in P ́erez et al. ( 2019 ), but as self-calibrated and imaged
y us, and shown for several more weighting schemes to highlight 
he variation in dust structure when addressed at different resolutions 
hroughout the paper. 

F or a quantitativ e analysis of the extent and widths of the gas rings
nd gaps/cavities, we deprojected the moment maps assuming an 
nclination of 13 ◦ perpendicular to the semimajor axis of the disc at
A = 5 ◦ and applied azimuthal averaging. Profiles of the azimuthally 
veraged gas integrated flux and I peak maps, with a comparison to the
rofiles of continuum emission imaged at superuniform weighting 
nd Briggs r = 0.5 weighting with a uv-taper, where the latter more
losely matches the resolution of the calibrated line emission, are 
resented in Fig. 3 . 
Gas emission towards the disc centre is heavily depleted with a 

harp gradient in 12 CO halting at ∼20 au; the location of R1 in 12 CO.
imilar characteristics are also seen in the profiles of the optically 

hinner tracers, 13 CO and C 

18 O, but with the peak emission of R1
hifting to larger radii of r ≈ 22 and r ≈ 26 au, respectively. Here, the
eak of R1 in C 

18 O is almost consistent with the profile in continuum
mission. The observed narrowing of the central gas cavity (R cav )
rom C 

18 O → 

13 CO → 

12 CO is due to an optical depth ( τ ) effect,
here a decreasing τ requires higher column densities before the 
olecular emitting layer becomes prominent. Hence, peak emission 

f R1 is seen to shift to an increasing radius from 

12 CO → 

13 CO
 C 

18 O, but the subsequent drop in intensity occurs at a similar
adius, of ∼40 au, for all three tracers; the first gap (hereafter: G1).
n comparison to R1, the emission from the second gas ring (R2)
s found to be more diffuse and shallower in integrated intensity.
n non-continuum-subtracted I peak maps, R2 in 12 CO and 13 CO is 
een to be almost two-thirds as bright as R1, while in C 

18 O, the
rightness temperature of R2 is comparable to R1. This disparity 
s likely due to the contrast in continuum emission between the
wo rings. 

Given the inherent difference in optical depth between the tracers, 
he similarities seen between the intensity distributions of all three 
racers is instead suggestive that the brightness profile of 12 CO is
ot solely due to a local enhancement in temperature, instead an
ccumulation of gas in confined ring structures. Furthermore, the 
rightness temperature profiles of all three tracers remains abo v e
he CO freeze-out temperature ( T freeze ∼ 20 K) within the inner
00 au radius, suggesting that the location of the rings seen in
his source are not correlated to condensation fronts of carbon 
onoxide, or any other species with a freeze-out temperature less 

han 20 K. 

.2 A kinematic excess in the annular gap 

 kinematic excess azimuthally spanning a PA range of ≈−60 ◦

o 45 ◦ with a magnitude of ∼75 ms −1 is detected in the residual
elocities of 12 CO, post-subtraction of a Keplerian model (Fig. 4 ).
adially the feature extends between the B1 and B2 dust rings, and
t PA of ∼43.8 ◦ is found to o v erlap well with the high-intensity
esidual (blob D) reported in Gratton et al. ( 2019 ) at a radius of
38 au; represented as a green circle in Fig. 4 . Counterparts of this

eature at lower disc altitudes ( 13 CO and C 

18 O residual velocity
aps; Fig. 5 ) are found to be near absent ho we ver. This may be

ue to either (1) insufficient integration time of the fainter tracers to
esolve a low magnitude velocity deviation, or (2) a variation in the
as rotation profile between the three tracers such that any deviations
n the v ertical v elocity component are near absent for the mid-plane
racers. 

A break down of the 12 CO velocity residuals into the v φ , v r , and the
 z components (Fig. 9 ) reveal velocity perturbations with magnitudes 
f ≈50, 40, and 20 m s −1 , respectiv ely. The e xtraction of the three
elocity components is performed on azimuthally averaged velocity 
esiduals, hence the magnitude of the perturbations are lower than 
he maximum deviations seen in the 2D velocity residual maps. 

e also extract velocity profiles for a further degraded beam of
.15 arcsec (o v erlaid in Fig. 9 ), and find that the general profile
f the velocity residuals at this resolution remains consistent with 
hose extracted at the 0.1 arcsec resolution, suggesting that sub- 
eam intensity gradients do not play a significant role in the extracted
otation curves. 

.3 Background velocity deviations from the pressure gradient 

n EDDY we subtract both a Keplerian only model and a ta-
ered Keplerian model where the latter better mimics the slowed 
as rotational profile in the outer regions ( > 100 au). Ho we ver,
rom Figs 1 and 2 it is evident that even interior to 100 au
he disc harbours multiple localized pressure gradients associ- 
MNRAS 517, 5942–5958 (2022) 
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Figure 4. Kinematic excess. Top left: line-of-sight velocity map of 12 CO, at a resolution of 0.1 arcsec. Top right: residual velocity maps post-subtraction of 
a Keplerian disc model. Bottom left: residual velocity maps post-subtraction of a tapered Keplerian model. Bottom right: residual velocities in the bottom-left 
panel divided by the statistical uncertainty in the line-of-sight velocity maps. The grey shaded area represents the masked-out regions in the MCMC fitting. The 
dotted rings represent the G1[38au] gap and B2[59au] dust ring, o v erlaid for comparison. The green circle marks the location of the high-intensity point source 
(blob D) reported in Gratton et al. ( 2019 ). 
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ted with the concentric rings seen in both dust and gas 
mission. 

In Fig. 7 , we use the azimuthally averaged gas surface density
rofile to compute the global gas rotational velocity profile for a
ressure-supported disc (for both the upper and lower bounds of the
as density profile). We show the velocity deviations introduced from
he localized pressure gradients in the right panel. We also o v erlay
hese perturbations with those from a more degraded beam ( ∼0.1
rcsec) to match the angular resolution of the line maps used in EDDY .
or a 0.1 arcsec beam, the kinematic deviation from the pressure
radient is approximately 10 ms −1 between the G1 gap and B2 dust
ing. Including the self-gravity term from equation ( 1 ) is found
o hav e ne gligible effect on the background velocity perturbations
difference of ∼0.25 ms −1 at 100 au). 

In Fig. 8 , we use the continuum-subtracted azimuthally averaged
ressure gradient profile along with a Keplerian profile to compute a
ully pressure-supported background disc model. This model is then
NRAS 517, 5942–5958 (2022) 
ubtracted from the line-of-sight 12 CO map (Fig. 4 ). The shape of
he arc is found to be identical between the residual velocity maps
ost-subtraction of a Keplerian-only model and a pressure-supported
as rotational velocity model. The magnitude of the offset is however
ound to be slightly lower at ∼60–70 ms −1 . This demonstrates that
he 12 CO kinematic arc is in excess of deviations introduced from
ocal pressure gradients in the disc. 

.4 Planetary mass estimate 

ne possibility for velocity perturbations of the order of a few 10s of
s −1 magnitude may be attributed to embedded planet(s). Given that

n embedded planet would carve a gap via the exchange of angular
omentum with the neighbouring fluid as a result of the tidal torque

nduced on to the planet by the w ak e. If the counter-balancing viscous
orque is much lower than the rate of angular momentum exchange

art/stac3039_f4.eps
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Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4 but for 13 CO and C 

18 O. Top panel: 13 CO. Bottom panel: C 

18 O. First column: line-of-sight velocity map. Second column: residual 
velocity maps post-subtraction of a Keplerian disc model. Third column: residual velocity maps post-subtraction of a tapered Keplerian model. Fourth column: 
residual velocities in the third column divided by the statistical uncertainty in the line-of-sight velocity maps. The grey shaded area represents the masked-out 
regions in the MCMC fitting. The dotted rings represent the G1[38au] gap and B2[59au] dust ring, o v erlaid for comparison. The green circle marks the location 
of the high-intensity point source (blob D) reported in Gratton et al. ( 2019 ). 

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Gas column density maps computed for when excluding (a) and 
including (b) the effects of continuum subtraction on line emission. Beam 

is presented in the bottom-left corner. Both maps are deprojected for a disc 
inclination of 13 ◦ along a PA of 95 ◦. 
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etween the planet and neighbouring fluid, then a prominent gap- 
ike structure is created. Therefore, the gap width and depth from
bservations can be directly used to infer the mass of the planetary
ody responsible for carving the gap (Kanagawa et al. 2015 ; Dong &
ung 2017 ). The relation between gap depth, planet-to-star mass 
atio, and disc properties is given by (Kanagawa et al. 2015 ), 

	 0 

	 gap 
− 1 = 0 . 043 

(
M p 

M ∗

)2 (
h 

r 

)−5 

α−1 , (9) 

here 	 gap and 	 0 are the gas surface densities with and without
epletion due to an embedded planet. M p and M ∗ are the planet
nd stellar masses, respectively. α is the disc viscosity. h / r is the
isc aspect ratio where the hydrostatic scale height ( h ) is given by
quation ( 5 ). 

Using 13 CO as a temperature proxy within the G1 gap (at r ≈ 38
u), a hydrostatic scale height of ∼2.95 au is found for a temperature
f 58 K and stellar mass of 1.48 M �, giving a h/r of ∼0.08. From panel
a) in Fig. 7 , 	 0 and 	 gap are estimated to be ∼0.75 and 0.1 g cm 

−2 

t r ≈ 38 au, respectively. These measurements give an estimated 
lanet mass of ∼1 M J , for a disc viscosity ( α) of 10 −3 (e.g. Mulders &
ominik 2012 ; Ansdell et al. 2018 ). This estimate of the planetary
ass using the gas profile is comparable to the estimates made using

ust emission in Dong & Fung ( 2017 ) for the same disc viscosity
nd aspect ratio. Equi v alently, this also translates to a thermal mass
Goodman & Rafikov 2001 ), 

 th = 

2 

3 

(
h p 

r p 

)3 

M ∗, (10) 

f approximately 0.48M J , equi v alent to half the planet mass. Es-
imated planetary masses are sensitive to variation in the thermal 
tructure of the disc (refer to equation 9 ). Hence, the analytics instead
se thermal mass to estimate e xpected v elocity perturbations without
equiring a good constraint on the thermal structure. 
MNRAS 517, 5942–5958 (2022) 
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7. Rotational velocity profile of a pressure-supported disc . (a) azimuthally averaged gas surface density profiles of the 2D maps shown in Fig. 6 . 
The figure is o v erlaid with the azimuthally averaged continuum emission at 0.07 arcsec resolution shown in Fig. 3 d). (b) presents gas rotational velocity for 
a pressure-supported disc, using the azimuthally averaged gas density profile in panel (a). Here, we use both the continuum-subtracted and non-continuum- 
subtracted density profiles. (c) expected gas rotational velocity differential due to the local pressure gradients. The shaded regions represent the 1 σ uncertainty. 
Additionally, for panels (b) and (c) we also compute the profiles for a more degraded beam 0.1 arcsec (the resolution of the line-of-sight velocity maps in Figs 4 
and 5 , and o v erlay these on the plots). The dashed vertical lines represent the G1[38au] gap and B1[26au], B2[59au], B3[66au], and B4[77au] dust rings. 

Figur e 8. Velocity r esidual post-subtraction of a fully pr essur e-supported disc . Left: 12 CO velocity residuals map post-subtraction of pressure-supported 
gas rotation. Right: residual velocities in the left panel divided by the statistical uncertainty in the line-of-sight velocity map. Here, we apply an outer mask at 
1.0 arcsec due to the gas surface density profile becoming noise dominated past this radii. The dotted rings represent the G1[38au] gap and B2[59au] ring. The 
green circle marks the location of blob D reported in Gratton et al. ( 2019 ). Beam is shown on the bottom-left corner. 
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.5 Comparison of the super-Keplerian arc to semi-analytical 

ake models 

n Section 4.4 , we deduced a planet mass of 1 M J . Comparison plot of
 ak e models in Fig. 10 demonstrates that a coplanar 1 M J embedded
ody does not reproduce a signature large enough to explain the
75 ms −1 velocity deviations seen in the observations. Instead, from

ree exploration of the parameter space, we find kinematic deviations
rom a 10 M J mass planet are more consistent with the observations.
his qualitativ e discrepanc y in planet mass is likely the result of

he near pole-on orientation of the disc. At an inclination of 13 ◦,
he projected velocities in the observations may be dominated by
he vertical velocity component, while the semi-analytic models
nly consider deviations in the plane of the disc (v z = 0), thus
NRAS 517, 5942–5958 (2022) 

t  
 v erpredicting planetary masses. In this scenario, 10 M J serves as an
pper limit rather than a proxy for the true planet mass. 
Ligi et al. ( 2018 ) and Gratton et al. ( 2019 ) have suggested

lockwise rotation for the disc to be more consistent with the
bserved location of the point-like sources across time as detected
n high-contrast imaging. This is in agreement with our observations
f the 12 CO velocity fields (Fig. 4 ), where the high-velocity contours
re found to slightly bend towards the West side of the minor axis.
n comparison, we find the outer w ak e for a planet in prograde
otation to the disc (clockwise) extends in the opposite direction
o the 12 CO arc, and instead more closely resembles a Doppler-flip
Casassus & P ́erez 2019 ) rather than an extended arc-like structure.

hile unlikely, we also consider retrograde motion. In this scenario,
he orientation of the outer w ak e is found to be more in line with the

art/stac3039_f7.eps
art/stac3039_f8.eps
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Figure 9. Velocity components. Row 1: azimuthally averaged gas rotational velocity v φ for each tracer. Rows 2–4: profiles of the component velocities 
extracted from the velocity residual maps shown in Figs 4 and 5 : rotational (v φ – v mod ), radial (v rad ), and vertical (v z ), respectiv ely. F or the Keplerian profiles a 
stellar mass of 1.48 M � is used. Velocity profiles for a further degraded beam of 0.15 arcsec are also overlaid. 
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bserv ations, ho we ver there are still inconsistencies with the shape
ven for a 10 M J . 

 DISCUSSION  

.1 Potential origins for the kinematic residual 

.1.1 Is there an embedded planet in the gap? 

he relative depletion in the gas surface density profile infers a 
lanetary mass of 1 M J , consistent with planet mass estimates derived
sing dust emission (Dong & Fung 2017 ; Bae et al. 2018 ; Lodato
t al. 2019 ). Ho we ver, a few caveats that still remain are: 

(i) uncertainty on the gas surface density profile. Ambiguity on 
he level of self-absorption between dust and gas emission in the 
isc results in an order-of-magnitude uncertainty on the gas surface 
ensity profile computed with and without continuum subtraction. 
dditionally, the use of molecular line emission relies on a scaling 

atio between the molecular species used and H 2 , which here has
 d
een pre-defined to equal ISM estimates. In planet-forming discs 
e veral processes (isotope-selecti ve photodissociation, freeze-out, 
nd fractionation reactions) have been shown to drive relative isotopic 
atios away from ISM estimates (Miotello, Bruderer & van Dishoeck 
014 ). Collectively, these factors result in an order-of-magnitude 
ncertainty in the derived planetary mass from equation ( 9 ) for a
xed disc aspect ratio and viscosity. 
(ii) uncertainty on the disc thermal structure and viscosity. Planet 
ass estimates from equation ( 9 ) are sensitive to variations in the disc

spect ratio. To derive a planet mass of 10 M J using the current gas
urface density profile requires either an increase in the disc aspect
atio by a factor of ∼2.5 (h/r ∼0.2) or a disc viscosity of 10 −1 . We
an safely rule out a disc aspect ratio of 0.2 as a potential scenario, as
his would in turn require a brightness temperature of ∼400 K at an
rbital radius of ∼38 au (refer to equation 5 ). Disc viscosities in the
ange 10 −3 −10 −2 would result in a planet mass range of ∼1–3 M J ,
omparable to the ∼1–4 M J estimate made for blob D in Gratton
t al. ( 2019 ). 

(iii) limited spatial resolution. The level of detail in observational 
ata is intrinsically limited by the spatial resolution, spectral reso- 
MNRAS 517, 5942–5958 (2022) 
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Figure 10. Velocity deviations induced by an embedded planet, from analytical modelling of the wake. Top: synthetic line-of-sight velocity maps for 12 CO 

J = 2-1 transition. Bottom: the corresponding residual velocities post-subtraction of a non-perturbed Keplerian power-law disc model, for both clockwise and 
counter-clockwise rotation of the disc. We model velocity deviations for embedded planetary masses of 1 M J and 10 M J . All cubes are spatially and spectrally con- 
volved to 0.1 arcsec and 167 ms −1 , respectively, to match the observations. The dotted rings represent the G1[38au] gap and the B1[26au] and B2[59au] dust rings. 
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ution, and noise. The quality of the data also serves as a caveat in
nterpreting kinematic signatures. The effects of beam smearing have
een suggested to produce artificial kinematic signatures (Keppler
t al. 2019 ; Boehler et al. 2021 ). This effect is noted to be the most
rominent across regions of a map with steep brightness gradients.
he arc in 12 CO spans a region of the map that does not exhibit steep
zimuthal variation in brightness. Thus, ruling out any significant
ontamination by beam smearing in this scenario. Ho we ver, to
ully characterize the kinematic signature in 12 CO, we suggest re-
bserving HD 169142 at a higher spatial resolution ( < 1/3 the gap)
nd longer integration times (to achieve an SNR > 8 at the location
f the super-Keplerian arc). 

.1.2 Misaligned discs? 

ear-IR polarized intensity images of HD 169142 show signatures
f shadowing across the outer composite dust rings along the major
xis (Quanz et al. 2013 ; Pohl et al. 2017 ; Bertrang et al. 2018 ; Rich
t al. 2022 ). One explanation for such shadows is subdivision and
isalignment of the disc. Theoretical work by Young et al. ( 2022 )

emonstrate that subtraction of Keplerian models with a constant PA
nd inclination used throughout the disc can give rise to spurious
piral arms and/or central warps. In particular, their study produces
ultiple large arc-like features extending across a wide PA range,

eminiscent of the kinematic excess observed in 12 CO. Given the
isagreement between the w ak e models to the observations, we
ropose disc misalignment as a plausible origin to the velocity
esiduals in Fig. 4 ; ho we ver a full parameter space analysis is beyond
he scope of this paper. 

.2 Is there a binary in the central cavity? 

everal propositions have been made as to the origin of the central
avity first seen in dust emission in Honda et al. ( 2012 ), Osorio et al.
 2014 ), and Fedele et al. ( 2017 ). Theoretical work by Toci et al.
NRAS 517, 5942–5958 (2022) 
 2020 ) demonstrated that a few Jupiter-mass planet placed close to
he inner edge of the B1 dust ring could replicate a central cavity of
 comparable size to the observations. Independently, Poblete et al.
 2022 ) demonstrated that a stellar binary with a companion mass
atio of 0.1, semimajor axis 9.9 au, and eccentricity of 0.2, oriented
t a 90 ◦ inclination (polar) to the plane of the disc, could reproduce
ot only a comparable cavity size but also the azimuthally uneven
istribution of dust emission at mm-wavelengths for the B1 ring. 
As shown in Section 4.1 , a central gas-depleted cavity is present

n all three gas tracers, including the optically thick 12 CO J = 2-1
mission. While small-scale velocity perturbations are observed in
he range ∼50–75 ms −1 in magnitude, the line-of-sight velocity maps
refer to Fig. 4 ) show no large-scale perturbations. Globally, the disc
s found to be in near-Keplerian orbit. 

We compare the line-of-sight velocity fields from the proposed
olar binary hydrodynamical model in Poblete et al. ( 2022 ) with
ur observations (Fig. 11 ). Two instances of the polar binary model
re used, one with a longitude of the ascending node ( �) of 0 ◦ and
nother with 90 ◦. Both set of models are processed through MCFOST

nd convolved to a spatial and spectral resolutions of 0.1 arcsec
nd 167 ms −1 respectively, to match the observations. The MCFOST

roducts are then processed through BETTERMOMENTS to produce
ine-of-sight velocity maps using the Gaussian method. 

Velocity fields from the current polar binary configuration show
 central warp in the kinematics (Fig. 11 ; in conflict with the
bservations). This suggests that either (i) the stellar mass companion
atio (0.1 × M primary ) is too large; (ii) the current binary orientation
nduces greater velocity perturbations in the vertical direction than
ecessary; or (iii) the gas-density depletion in the central cavity is
ot due to a stellar binary. 

 C O N C L U S I O N  

ur analysis of the ALMA band 6 observations of the disc around
D 169142: 

art/stac3039_f10.eps
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Figure 11. A warp in the velocity fields of a polar binary model. Left and middle panels: synthetic velocity fields maps of the polar binary model presented 
in Poblete et al. ( 2022 ) with an � of 0 ◦ and 90 ◦, respectively. Right panel: velocity fields map of the 12 CO line emission shown in Fig. 4 , top left panel. 
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(i) shows a central gas-depleted cavity ( R cav ∼ 22au) and annular 
ap [ ∼38 au]. This is accompanied by two concentric gas rings seen
n all three ( 12 CO, 13 CO, and C 

18 O J = 2-1) tracers (Fig. 1 ). The
rightness temperature profile of all three tracers (including the 
ptically thin tracer, C 

18 O) are found to remain abo v e the CO freeze-
ut temperature of ∼20 K within the inner 200 au. Even at low disc
ltitudes, temperatures abo v e sublimation fa v our a dynamical origin
o the morphology of the gas structure, rather than a chemical one
Fig. 3 ). 

(ii) finds a super-Keplerian kinematic excess azimuthally span- 
ing across a PA range of −60 ◦ to 45 ◦ and radially in between
he B1[26au] and B2[59au] dust rings (Fig. 4 ), resembling an arc-
ike structure. This velocity deviation is found to be in excess of
ackground perturbations from localized pressure gradients and self- 
ravity (Fig. 8 ). Part of this feature is found to closely overlap
ith the location of a high-intensity blob reported in Gratton et al.

 2019 ). Analytical models of planet–disc interaction do not appear to
eproduce the observed kinematics, suggesting that if they are caused 
y a planet, the planet must be on an inclined orbit. 
(iii) demonstrates that the relative depletion in the gas surface 

ensity profile corresponds to a 1 M J planet (Fig. 6 ; Section 4.4 ),
onsistent with the estimates made using dust emission (Dong & 

ung 2017 ; Bae et al. 2018 ; Lodato et al. 2019 ). 
(iv) sho ws relati vely smooth kinematics within the central cavity. 

n comparison, the current polar binary model proposed in Poblete 
t al. ( 2022 ) results in resolved warping of the high-velocity fields
Fig. 11 ). Therefore, we reconsider this model as being responsible 
or depleting the gas and dust content in the central cavity. 
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PPENDI X  A :  F O R M U L A E  TO  C O M P U T E  

O L E C U L A R  G A S  C O L U M N  DENSITY  

1 Optical depth 

rior to computing gas column density, the optical depths of the
mission lines intended to be used needs to be determined, to
nsure an optically thick tracer will be used to trace gas kinematic
emperature, while the tracer intended for computing column density
s indeed optically thin. Under the assumption of local thermal
quilibrium, optical depths ( τ ) can be roughly estimated using the
ine ratio R between two tracers close in frequency (e.g. Lyo et al.
011 ; Kastner et al. 2018 ), 

 = 

T B ( ν1 ) 

T B ( ν2 ) 
= 

1 − e −τν1 

1 − e −τν2 
= 

1 − e −τν1 

1 − e −τν1 /X 
, (A1) 

here ν i = 1, 2 are the rest frequencies of the lines. X is the molecular
bundance ratio between the two lines. 

2 Molecular column density 

he molecular column density (in units of molecules per m 

2 ) for an
ptically thin uniform slab is given by 

 mol = N u 

Z 

2 J + 1 
exp 

[
E u 

kT ex 

]
, (A2) 

here J = 2, k is the Boltzmann constant, E u is the energy of the
pper state, and Z is the partition function of a linear molecule. 
The population in the upper energy state, N u , is given by

Mangum & Shirley 2015 ), 

 u = f 
4 π

hνA ul 

B ν( T ex ) 

B ν( T ex ) − B ν( T bg ) 

∫ 
( I ν − I ν, bg ) d v, (A3) 

here A ul is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission, h
s Planck’s constant, ν is the rest frequency, T ex is the excitation
emperature, I ν − I ν, bg is the specific intensity minus the background,
.g. the quantity directly measured by the interferometer due to spatial
ltering, and f is the beam filling factor, where f = 1 corresponds to

he scenario where emission completely fills the beam. 
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Figure B1. ALMA data: 12 CO J = 2-1 channel maps. 

Figure B2. MCFOST synthetic data: 12 CO J = 2-1 channel maps with an embedded 10 M J planet at 38 au from disc centre. 
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M

Figure B3. Residual 12 CO J = 2-1 channel maps: | ALMA data – MCFOST synthetic data | . The grey shaded area represents a mask at r > 200 au; the outer radius 
of our synthetic data in Fig. B2 . Here, we stress that non-zero brightness residuals should not be inferred as a proxy for the goodness of fit of the velocity fields. 

Figure B4. 13 CO J = 2-1 channel maps. 
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Figure B5. C 

18 O J = 2-1 channel maps. 
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Figure C1. Uncertainty series: 12 CO residual velocity maps for varying quantities of M �, inclination and PA around the best-fitting values determined from 

the MCMC fitting in EDDY . 
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